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STOP CRUISE MISSILES AT MOLESWORTH

After Greenham Cofhmon, Molesworth is scheduled to be the next
Cruise base..-,.lt might be too late to stop deployment at Greenham. It
is E1 t_oo- late. to "stop them at Molesworth. The Dutch have postponed rtheir decision on Cruises deployment for ‘two years; both here
and abroad opinion j_§_* moving our way;
A
'The ‘Green Col'le'ctive, Molesworth Peace Camp and the Wheat
to the Starving -Campaign have got together to organise a large gathering on =-tithe base, starting over the August Bank -Holiday weekend.
-The perimeter fence is going up next February; at the moment the
base is open and largely disused, so come now while Molesworth is
still green!
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WHEAT TO THE STARVING r

While NATO governments spend billions on nuclear weapons,
millions will starve to death through lack of food and water. Harvest
for the Hungry will focus on this obscenity by sending wheat grown
at Molesworth to hrel-p~ --the starving in Eritrea, North Africa. During
the Gathering we shall be ploughing land for winter wheat and vegetables. Bring tractors, ploughs, spades, seeds etc.
A GREEN GATHERING

ln the absence of a Glastonbury Green Gathering, the Green
Collective is calling on greens everywhere to make this their main
gathering point of the year. Listen to folk and rock bands, watch
theatre and mime, join in discussiongroups, pick up information from
displays and stalls and eat at wholefood stalls. Let's use this gathering as a focal point to help bring together the fast-growing green
movement.
-'
As in other gatherings, the emphasis is on participation, on
what Eu can contribute. Come asgsejf-sufficient as you can, bring
tents, loo paper, sleeping bags.-e-téf”Don't forget water. We cannot
guarantee supplies. Please stayas long as you can, help with the harvest and support the peace camp.
Details of other activities planned at Molesworth for the summer, briefing papers for the Gathering, leaflets, posters and a map
are available in return for a 9" x 6" SAE.
The Gathering will be free. It will also take a lot of money to
put on. Can you help? Please send whatever you can afford (perhaps
what you would have spent on a ticket) to Harvest for the Hungry,
Boit 272, Peace News, 8 Elm Avenue, Nottingham 3..
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